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Objective

• Mapping, finding and analysing out resilience gaps in Finland

• Broad understanding of  both resilience and resilience gaps:
• Different scales and time-spans: globally connected and locally rooted; 

from hours to decades

• Epistemic-factual, organisation-structural and socio-material 
dimensions

→ Barriers in adapting to and mitigating of  climate change forms 
a resilience gap



Data

• 21 semi-structured interviews conducted (more to come)
• Experts working on municipal level organisations in different sectors: 

municipalities, cities, ELY centres etc.

• 12 informants work as experts of  risk management and preparation 
and 9 as climate change or environmental experts

• Over 50 interviews conducted consortium-wide focusing on 
similar themes



Themes

• Explicit themes – what we asked about: threats, preparation 
and responsibilities; knowledge, technology and devices; 
communication

• Implicit themes – what the informants also highlighted: 
everyday practices; organisational structures; frictions, 
discontinuities and barriers; gender, education and careerpaths; 
different time frames and general precaricity



Findings I

The city is such a unique organisation, suddenly you begin to notice that 
actually we need to be concerned with a bit of  everything, and with most 
things, there are all sorts of  interests at play and you can’t focus on one thing 
with the expense of  another. You kind of  need to find the right balance, not 
sweeping [climate change] under the carpet, but really properly take it into 
account, but not at the expense of  other things… it’s pretty much always the 
same discussion.

→ Meso-level actors at the crossroads: polyphony of  interest, 
issues, experts, forms of  knowledge etc.



Findings II

Maybe the geographic data is a good example of  how we get these…we have 
the carbon sink and carbon stock map as geographic data but in a way we 
don’t have any kind of  instructions or measure related to them. So at the 
moment I have been telling to land use people that the basic principle is not to 
mess up these carbon sinks but it doesn’t really affect the practice…

→ Intense and versatile data gathering but frictions in combining 
various data-forms; problems in putting the plans into action in a 
binding way



Findings III 

Well, very much meetings, it’s like that; discussion is maybe the most typical 
work task I do and writing some statements. […] [A] roadmap has been 
carried out, just by combining measures how to reach this new…climate 
aim…and we now implement it to the organisation by just discussing with 
management groups of  different units what it means.



Findings III 

I’ve been working with the city planning people for years now, in many projects, 
and then out of  nowhere someone there may say that yeah, we talked about 
this, but we can’t really help with any emission reductions, you know, because 
there will always be some emissions when there’s new zoning. And I’m like 
what just happened?

→ Future coordinates based on loose, not binding roadmaps; 
fragile, conversation-based implementation of  climate and 
environmental knowledge



Findings IV 

[Y]ou notice that you talk more about business things than climate change and 
every now and then you have to stop to think that whether this is good [or not]; 
are we moving toward green-washing or is this in a way a good thing that hey, 
now these things are taken seriously, and then [you] start to speak in economics 
parlance and then it gets into all kinds of  decision making and other things, in 
that language.

→ Translation into economics needed to reach actual decision 
making



Summary

Some barriers in the implementation of  climate change related 
knowledge in municipal organisations:

1. Accessing decision making – from periphery towards the centre of  the 
organisation, both structurally and epistemically

2. Creating binding plans for the whole organisation, not just loose 
roadmaps and ad hoc discussions

3. Putting knowledge into action, also without translating it into economic 
terms

What do you think, how to tackle these issues?


